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Current-Carrying Characteristics of Conductive
Microfiber Electrical Contact for High Frequencies
and Current Amplitudes: Theory and Applications
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Abstract—Rings made from millions of conductive microfibers,
if designed properly, have shown to be a good electrical contact for
applications that require high frequencies and high current amplitudes while minimizing the problems of excessive wear and hotspotting/thermal wear commonly encountered with conventional
sliding contacts. In this paper, we describe the current-carrying
characteristics of such rings for high frequencies up to several
megahertz and large current amplitudes of several tens of amperes. We develop the theory to understand these characteristics,
and thus the ring design, and support and illustrate the theoretical
findings with experimental results.
Index Terms—Bearing current, common-mode current, electric
field effects, electromagnetic interference (EMI), variable-speed
drives.
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NOMENCLATURE
Alternating current.
Direct current.
Electromagnetic interference.
High frequency.
Contact spot area.
Radius of the microfiber shaft.
Proportionality constant in eq. describing Rf (i).
Exponential constant in eq. describing Rf (i).
Stator winding-to-frame capacitance.
Average diameter of the aluminum ring.
Shaft diameter.
Separation between the two microfiber rings under
test.
Frequency.
Current.
HF circulating bearing current.
Common-mode current.
Amplitude of ib .
Amplitude of icom .
Length of the microfiber shaft.
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Motor shaft speed.
Microfiber resistance.
Resistance of an individual microfiber.
Resistance of aluminum ring.
Resistance of aluminum shaft between the two microfiber rings.
Constriction resistance.
Constriction resistance for x microfibers conducting
in parallel.
Resistance of the microfiber ring.
Resistance of the microfiber shaft.
Resistance of the microfiber shaft per unit length.
Resistance of the microfiber shaft for x microfibers
conducting in parallel.
Distance the fibers travel during the time tb .
Time.
Time for a current-conducting bridge to develop.
Time between two zero-crossings = T/2.
Time between two maxima of the source behind the
current at maximum field strength.
Period time.
Velocity at the shaft surface.
Voltage between motor terminal and ground.
Skin depth.
Skin depth of aluminum.
Permeability.
Specific resistivity.
Specific resistivity of copper.
I. INTRODUCTION

ODERN power-electronics-based drive technology has
brought a wide variety of inverter-operated machines
and actuators. Depending on the application and hence the design, the drives can have excellent control and variable speed
performance, and can potentially offer significant energy savings when compared to conventional systems. The advent of
these modern drive systems that often use fast-switching inverters with high dv/dt has brought forth a variety of parasitic phenomena. These have seen a lot of attention both from
academia and from industry and include, for example, highfrequency (HF) ground leakage currents (e.g., [1]–[3]), HF shaft
voltages and bearing currents (e.g., [4]–[16]), electromagnetic
interference (EMI), and the need to develop appropriate filtering techniques (e.g., [17]–[23]). Appropriate handling of these
phenomena has become an important element during the design
of power-electronics-based drive systems to avoid damage to
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Fig. 1. Examples of multitudes of conductive microfibers assembled to give conductive microfiber rings and microfiber bundle. (a) Example of a smaller
microfiber ring. (b) Close-up view of a larger microfiber ring. (c) Bundle of microfibers.

the drive system and its operating environment. In this context,
electrical contacts for sliding contact interfaces have also become of renewed interest. Rings made from millions of conductive microfibers, if designed properly, have shown to be a good
electrical contact for applications that require high frequencies
and high current amplitudes while minimizing the problems of
excessive wear and hot-spotting/thermal wear commonly encountered with conventional sliding contacts. Such microfiber
rings thereby present a cost-effective option for a mitigation
technique for inverter-induced bearing currents. However, this
example should not obscure any other context in which current
conduction of HF signals across sliding contacts can be required,
such as minimization of EMI emitted from rotating machinery,
e.g., in the presence of sensitive electronics or sensors, or to
meet military EMI requirements. This paper contributes to the
development and use of alternative electric contact mechanisms
across sliding surfaces, notably for HF applications with larger
current amplitudes.
In previous papers, we have focussed on electric charge dissipation [24] and general design aspects [25]. Here, we explicitly concentrate on the current-carrying characteristics of such
microfiber rings, focusing on high frequencies up to several
megahertz and large current amplitudes up to several tens of
amperes, in contrast to low frequency and dc signals. These
characteristics and the influence of the different operating parameters, such as not only current amplitude but also current
frequency and motor speed, has previously not been analyzed
in detail. However, such a quantification is highly important to
fully take advantage of the benefits such microfiber rings can
offer. For completion, we first review briefly the microfiber ring
concept (Section II) and the relevant orders of magnitudes of the
current amplitudes and frequencies, as well as numbers of fibers
of the microfiber rings (Section III). In the main part of the paper, we develop the relevant theory (Section IV) and support and
illustrate the findings with experimental results (Sections V and
VI, for experimental setup and results, respectively). Because
of the many different aspects influencing these characteristics,
both the discussion of the theory and of the experimental results is organized in several sections, each focusing on another
aspect of the current-carrying characteristics. In many applications, these numerous different parameters lead to a complex

overall situation. By identifying and quantifying the important
tendencies that affect the microfiber ring characteristics, the paper provides an understanding of the concept and the design
aspects for such HF electric contacts. These are summarized
in a comprehensive way in the conclusions at the end of the
paper, bringing together the different subsections of and aspects
discussed within the paper.

II. REVIEW: MICROFIBER RING CONCEPT
Conductive microfiber rings are made from millions of conductive microfibers [see Figs. 1(a) and (b)], giving a high density of contact points to establish the electric contact between
two conductive elements, one at rest, and one moving (in most
cases rotating). These fibers have strands less than one denier
[1 denier = 1 g/(9000 m of fiber)], very small diameters of less
than 10 µm [see Fig. 1(c)], and are mechanically flexible and
yet high strength, high stiffness fibers. In the case of the application discussed in this paper—rotating machinery—the fibers are
aligned radially to the shaft and cover the whole circumference.
If applied with the correct interference, these rings can maintain contact with the surface, compensating surface roughness,
and/or microscopic variations of the distance resulting from
nonideal centering/alignment and cutting through any layers of
contamination on the sliding interface. When the microfibers
lose “good” electric contact by mechanical contact, a breakdown due to local field emission will occur somewhere along
the circumference, thereby reestablishing the electric contact.
The above quoted negligible frictional wear has been shown
by no such wear reported on more than 105 microfiber rings
presently installed in the field, where more than 104 among
these have been operating for over four years. In a laboratory
test, only 25 µm of wear have been observed on a microfiber
ring for 25.4 mm (1 in) shaft diameter continuously running
at 3600 r/min for one year of operation. Such small wear requires that the microfiber fit is correctly designed. Notably,
in applications with change of direction of rotation, the fiber
deflection and bending during reversal of the direction of rotation need to be within the limits of elastic deformation of the
microfibers.
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TABLE I
RANGES OF CURRENT AMPLITUDES UNDER CONSIDERATION [25]

III. REVIEW: ORDERS OF MAGNITUDES
A. Current Amplitudes and Frequencies
As an application of conductive microfiber electrical contacts,
we select the field of inverter-induced bearing currents occurring
with “large” drives of several hundred kilowatt rated power as
application to identify the orders of magnitudes of the current
amplitudes and frequencies to be carried by the microfiber rings.
If used in this context, the microfiber rings are required to carry
either ground (icom , also: “common mode”) or HF circulating
bearing currents (ib ). These currents have frequencies of up to
several megahertz. For the amplitudes of icom and ib , Icom and
Ib , respectively, we refer to the simplified estimations carried out
in [25] and recapitulate the results in Table I, where dvLg /dt is
the dv/dt of the voltage between the motor terminal connection
(“line”) and the ground and Cwf is the stator winding-to-frame
capacitance. From the table, it becomes clear that the microfiber
rings can easily be required to carry currents of several tens of
amperes.
B. Number of Fibers
Similar to above, we recapitulate results presented in [25] to
show the orders of magnitudes of the numbers of fibers. Here,
we approximate the fiber current density with 1010 A/m2 , using [26] as a starting point and assuming that only (1 . . . 10)%
of the multitude of fibers assembled in parallel carry current at
the same time, because of the nonuniform contact between the
microfibers and the surface throughout the brush contact area resulting in different contact resistances and thus nonuniform distribution of the currents through the fibers. Then, 105 fibers can
carry (0.78 . . . 7.8) A and 106 fibers can carry (7.8 . . . 78) A respectively. In general, a high ratio between the number of fibers
of a given microfiber ring and the current flowing through it will
lead to a lower percentage value of the fibers carrying current.
C. Further Analysis
For the values derived above, it is important to note that
the value 1010 A/m2 is the value where it was observed that
the field emission current diverged from the Fowler–Nordheim
equation (1 mm contact gap), which was attributed to the effect
of space charges reducing the field at the emitter [26], [27].
This value had been taken to estimate the number of fibers
because of the role of field emission for their proper functioning,
but it had not been derived from studies of the thermal heat
developed. The continuous reversal of the electromagnetic field
as it occurs with AC currents and voltages—which are in the
focus of this paper—will further increase the current-carrying
capabilities of the microfibers (see below, Section IV-C). It is

important for the microfiber rings to have a sufficiently high
current-carrying capability for the corresponding application.
However, this criterion should not obscure the other important
aspect influencing the choice of the number of fibers: for a given
circumference, a “sufficiently” high number of fibers is required
to cut through any layer of contamination on the sliding interface
and to compensate the deviation from the true roundness of the
shaft, leading to a decreasing ratio between current and number
of fibers and lower percentage of fibers carrying current at a
given time with increasing shaft diameter.
IV. THEORY
A. Introduction
The current-carrying characteristics of the microfiber rings
are strongly determined by the resistance of the fiber assembly,
including its contact with the shaft. The resistance of an individual fiber, Rf1 , is a function of the current through the fiber
and the contact between the fiber and the moving surface of the
rotating shaft, notably since field emission and ionization can
take place due to the occurrence of locally very high electric
fields. In the following, we first consider the ohmic resistances
and then include the influences of the current characteristics and
the shaft rotation into the theoretical explanations developed.
B. Ohmic Resistance of the Fibers
1) Introductory Remarks: To calculate the ohmic fiber resistance, we distinguish between the fiber shaft resistance and the
constriction resistance at the fiber tip. The specific resistivity
ρ of electrographite material varies with its grade. According
to Slade [28], common electrographitic material has a specific
resistivity of ρ ≈ 6000 µΩ·m, but lower values can be found
as well with higher grade material as, for example, used in
conventional carbon brushes, e.g., ρ ≈ (18 . . . 100) µΩ·m [29]
and ρ ≈ (9 . . . 90) µΩ·m [30]. Values more than one magnitude
smaller can be achieved with use of metal–graphite material.
The material used for the fibers of the microfiber rings described
here has a specific resistivity of ρ ≈ 18 µΩ·m. In analogy to the
conventional brushes, the fibers can also be coated with copper,
whereby specific resistivities as low as ρ ≈ 0.0175 µΩ·m can
be obtained. In order to illustrate the huge range of obtainable
values, we quantify the microfiber ohmic resistance for all three
classes of the specific resistivity.
2) Influence of the Frequency—Eddy Current Effects: At the
small diameters of the fibers, and considering an upper bound
of the current frequency of several megahertz, eddy current
effects are negligible. Even for 10 MHz and copper, which has
an “ideal conductivity” when compared to the microfibers and
thereby provides a lower bound for the investigations reported on
here, ρcu ≈ 0.0168 µΩ·m, the skin depth is still δ ≈ 20 µm. A
similar analysis, but using a more complex formula (such as the
equation to account for the increase of the resistance of bundles
of litz-wire with frequency presented in [31]), has been carried
out for the bundle level, confirming the above approximation.
3) Shaft Resistance: The resistance of the fiber shaft Rs
is calculated from the fiber radius as , length l, and specific
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TABLE II
CALCULATED FIBER SHAFT RESISTANCES FOR DIFFERENT FIBER LENGTHS
AND SPECIFIC RESISTIVITIES; R s, 1 , R s, 1 K , AND R s, 1 0 0 K : VALUES FOR 10 µm
FIBER DIAMETER, 1 INDIVIDUAL FIBER, 103 , AND 105 FIBERS CONDUCTING
IN PARALLEL
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5) Conclusions: Comparing the expressions for Rc and Rs ,
we obtain
Rs
2 l ac
ρl/(πa2s )
2 l ac
=
=
=
.
Rc
ρ/(2ac )
π a2s
π as as

(3)

Since l is in the order of several millimeters and as of some ten
micrometers, we approximate l ≥ 500 as . Furthermore, as ≥ ac
and we obtain as a lower bound,
Rs
2
≥ · 500 · 1 = 318 .
Rc
π
TABLE III
CALCULATED CONSTRICTION RESISTANCES FOR DIFFERENT SPECIFIC
RESISTIVITIES; R c , 1 , R c , 1 K , AND R c , 1 0 0 K : 10 µm FIBER DIAMETER,
1 INDIVIDUAL FIBER, 103 , AND 105 FIBERS CONDUCTING IN PARALLEL

resistivity ρ,
Rs = ρ

l
.
πa2s

(1)

The resistance of the fiber shaft per unit fiber length Rs can
easily be derived from (1). For ρ = (0.0175, 18, 6000) µΩ·m
(corresponding approximately to coated fibers, uncoated fibers,
and conventional material, respectively) and 10 µm fiber diameter, it is Rs = (2.23, 2292, 763 944) Ω/cm, respectively. A
summary of the resulting practically relevant ranges of Rs for
fiber lengths 5 and 10 mm is given in Table II, where we consider both individual fibers, and 103 and 105 fibers conducting
in parallel. The range of obtainable values is huge, including
values as high as several hundred ohms for conventional material, a few ohms for uncoated fibers, and values as low as a few
milliohms for coated fibers, all for 103 fibers conducting at the
same time. With 105 microfibers conducting in parallel, the values are by a factor of 100 smaller. Note also that the number of
fibers conducting in parallel is not equal to the number of fibers
of the microfiber ring, because only a small fraction of the fibers
will be conducting at a given time, as described previously (see
Section III-B).
4) Constriction Resistance: Next, we calculate the constriction resistance Rc , where we assume that the contact is at rest.
The influence of the rotating shaft and thus moving contact
surface will be discussed below (see Section IV-D). With the
contact spot radius ac , it is [26]
Rc =

ρ
.
2ac

(2)

Similar to above, a summary of the resulting practically relevant ranges of Rc is given in Table III. Note that Rc,a c =a s 
Rc,a c < a s even for the case that the radius of the contact area
as is much smaller than the one of the fiber cross-sectional
area ac .

(4)

It becomes clear that the relative contribution of the individual resistance components Rs and Rc to the overall fiber
resistance Rf depends on: 1) the ratio of the fiber length to
its shaft diameter and 2) the truncation at the fiber tip. However, the contribution of the shaft resistance Rs is much larger
than the one of the constriction resistance Rc . Furthermore, it
is important to note that small fiber tips are only required to
enable field emission leading to voltage breakdowns already at
low voltages, thereby initiating current flow and the built-up of
current conducting bridges under the corona effect. Therefore,
“relatively large” contributions of Rc at small fiber tips are only
effective while the current-conducting paths are being formed.
In addition, current-conducting “bridges” will establish at the
point of contact through field emission and ionization (see Section IV-C). This will significantly reduce the effectiveness of
the constriction resistance. As a result, the contribution of Rc
toward Rf is considered negligible, and Rf ,1 can be computed
from (1).
C. Influence of Field Emission and Ionization
In the presence of a high electric field, field emission and
ionization can occur and the microscopic field strength at the
microsurface of the contact can be several orders larger than
the macroscopic one. For more detailed explanations and data,
see [32]–[37] as well as [24] and [25], where we have shown
how this effect can be exploited to discharge even small voltages
of a few volts. Such discharges occur when the electrons resulting from field emission can initiate an electric breakdown when
the (local) field emission current density (at microscopic level)
exceeds a critical value [26]. The power behind the discharged
voltage permitting, currents will flow through the newly established electric contact. These currents are orders of magnitudes
larger than those due to field emission that led to the electric
breakdown and initiated the current-conduction process. These
currents further increase the local current density and facilitate
the development of current-conducting “bridges.” As the currents increase, more of such “bridges” build up, further reducing
the resistance of the electric contact. If the local field becomes
strong enough, the field ionization begins, whereby electrons
tunnel into the tip [32]. The air surrounding the fiber tips becomes ionized, allowing the charges to travel (corona effect),
and the current is mainly determined by the supply function. Under these conditions, the fibers have “good” current-conducting
properties, but the resistance is large enough to limit the current
amplitudes caused by the voltage source behind the current to
values the fibers can carry.
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Fig. 2. Illustration of the understanding of the ionized field at the tip of the
microfiber from which (5) is derived. (Not to scale. Only one fiber shown and
curvature of the surface neglected.)

As of a certain critical current density, impact ionization and
Townsend avalanche take place leading to a “collapse” of the
current conduction. The current amount must be limited to values below this threshold to maintain the fiber integrity, since
the fiber tips that are engaged with the avalanche reach a very
high temperature above the melting point of the fiber. This phenomenon is not further discussed here, because it is hardly only
relevant with dc and low-frequency currents. With the HF currents discussed here, the continuous reversal of the direction of
flow of the physical current, and thus, of the electrons counteracts this effect. This leads to much higher current conducting abilities for HF than DC and low-frequency currents. The
current-carrying capabilities of a given number of fibers discussed above (see Section III-B) is therefore a conservative
estimate and a lower bound for HF applications.
To quantify the influence of the current magnitude on the
value of the resistance, we consider the change of the height
(which is the length the current passes through) and of the area of
the ionized field (and hence of the current-conducting “bridges”)
at the fiber tip the current passes through (see Fig. 2). Both
parameters will increase with the current magnitude i because
of the corresponding widening of the field, where the change of
the area will be larger than the one of the length. If the ionized
field has the form of a sphere, the length will increase ∝ i and
the area ∝ i2 . The resistance R is proportional to the length and
to the inverse of the√area and thus is in the case of the sphere
approximately ∝ 1/ i. For the more general case, we therefore
describe the microfiber resistance by
c1
Rf = c .
(5)
i2
The proportionality constant c1 corresponds to the resistance at
one ampere current and will be in the order of the purely ohmic
resistance determined above (see Section IV-B) and c2 will be in
the range 0 < c2 < 1 as just derived. Both coefficients depend
on the current frequency and shaft speed as discussed in the
following (see Section IV-D and IV-E).
D. Influence of the Shaft Speed
The electric contact between an individual fiber and the machine shaft would not be influenced by the speed of the latter if
the moving surface of the rotating shaft had infinite conductivity
and were infinitively smooth. In this ideal case, electrons could
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instantaneously follow the point of contact of an individual fiber
at the shaft surface and the current-conducting bridges would
not have to reform themselves under the influence of the surface
roughness. However, in practice, the bridges can tear off as the
fiber is engaged with the moving surface. In order to improve
the surface to become closer to a conductive ideal smooth surface, a conductive coat from silver paste can be applied to the
shaft surface. In addition, such a coat can both prevent surface
oxidation (that would counteract the field emission properties)
and other nonconductive material filling into the low spots of
the rotating surface.
To assess the conditions for “good” electric contact to exist, we first consider the time for a current-conducting bridge
to develop, tb , the distance the fibers travel during this time,
sb = v · tb , with the velocity at the shaft surface v, and the
length of the contact area along the circumference, which corresponds approximately to the fiber diameter 2a. As the speed of
the machine shaft increases, the ratio sb /(2a) increases, where
sb /(2a)  1 is required to ensure good electric contact (see
Fig. 3). The surface speed ranges from 0.5 to almost 30 m/s
for motor speed of (180 . . . 3600) r/min and shaft diameters between 50 and 150 mm. Selected ratios sb /(2a) for tb = 1, 0.1,
and 0.01 µs are summarized in Table IV. The chosen values of
tb represent the upper and lower bounds of relevant times tb .
From the table, it becomes clear that the selection of the fiber
diameter clearly is a tradeoff between: 1) good field emission
(truncate tips, low breakdown voltages, small tb ) and 2) good
electric contact following the breakdown (sb /(2a)  1) as well
as a low resistance Rs . At sufficiently small fiber diameters and
interference, the microfibers will tend to operate rather at the
lower values of tb listed and the ratios allow for good currentconduction properties.
Because the likeliness for current-conducting bridges to tear
off [expressed through the ratio sb /(2a)] increases with the shaft
speed both the coefficients c1 of c2 of (5) increase with shaft
speed. The reasoning for c1 is straightforward from the negative influence of the tearing off on the resistance. Since larger
currents are also less likely to tear off, c2 will also increase with
shaft speed.
E. Influence of the Current Frequency
1) Tearing Off of the Current-Conducting Bridges: The
highest likeliness for a current-conducting bridge to tear off
occurs during zero-crossings of the currents since, assuming almost perfect ohmic behavior, the electric field is minimum at
this moment. The number of zero-crossings of the current is
directly proportional to its frequency, with 2 × 105 . . . 2 × 107
zero-crossings at f = (0.1 . . . 10) MHz respectively. The corresponding times between two zero-crossings, tzc = T /2, with
the period time T = 1/f , are tzc = (5 . . . 0.050) µs, respectively. From tzc , the distances traveled between two zerocrossings, szc = v · tzc , can easily be calculated. Similar to
before, sb /szc  1, what is equivalent to tb /tzc  1, is required to ensure good electric contact (see Table V). Again, a
tradeoff has to be made during the design process, since smaller
fiber diameters lead to smaller values of tb , but increase the fiber
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Fig. 3. Illustration of relationship between fiber diameter 2a and distance sb a microfiber travels during the time tb that is required for a current-conducting
bridge to develop. (Not to scale. Curvature of the surface neglected.) (a) Fair electric contact. (b) Good electric contact.
TABLE IV
RATIOS OF THE DISTANCE THE FIBER TRAVEL BETWEEN THE TIME FOR
CURRENT-CONDUCTING BRIDGE TO DEVELOP sb AND THE FIBER DIAMETER
2a FOR DIFFERENT SURFACE SPEED v, FOR DIFFERENT TIMES FOR A
CURRENT-CONDUCTING BRIDGE TO DEVELOP tb AND FIBER DIAMETERS

TABLE V
RATIOS OF THE TIME FOR A CURRENT-CONDUCTING BRIDGE TO DEVELOP tb
AND THE TIME BETWEEN TWO ZERO-CROSSINGS tz c OR THE TIME BETWEEN
TWO MAXIMA OF THE SOURCE BEHIND THE CURRENT AT MAXIMUM FIELD
STRENGTH tm m FOR DIFFERENT CURRENT FREQUENCIES AND VALUES OF tb

resistance Rf . Before drawing more conclusions on the influence
of the frequency on the current-carrying characteristic of the microfiber rings, the reestablishment of current-conducting bridges
described next also needs to be considered.
2) Reestablishment of Current-Conducting Bridges: In
analogy to the line of argument made above, the highest likeliness for a current-conducting bridge to establish itself is during
the maximum of the source behind the current at maximum
electric field strength. For a given frequency, the time between
two of these maxima, tm m , equals the time between two zerocrossings tzc . In contrast to the above case of the tearing off of
the current-conducting bridges, we seek tb /tm m  1 for good
current-conducting properties.
3) Two Competing Factors of Influence—Conclusions: Both
the “negative influence” of the zero-crossings and the “positive influence” of the similarly increasing number of maxima
of the source behind the current at maximum field strength

increase with frequency. The source behind the current is always present, whereas any nonideal contact at the interface due
to surface roughness will only affect the contact statistically
distributed. Therefore, the second aspect—reestablishment of
current-conducting bridges—will have a stronger influence with
increasing frequency than the first—tearing off of the currentconducting bridges, and the resistance will decrease with increasing frequency. Therefore, c1 of (5) will decrease with
frequency as “good” electric contact is enhanced, whereas c2
will increase because the influence of the number of electrons
passing through the contact within a given time (expressed as
the current magnitude) is stronger where less time is available
for the air surrounding the fibers to become ionized. It needs
mentioning that applications may also require electric contact
established for signals that contain a spectrum of different frequency components instead of a single frequency component.
For such cases, the resistance of the microfiber ring cannot be
computed as a superposition of the resistances for the individual frequency components but depends on the magnitude in the
time domain and the effective moments of zero-crossing and
of maximum electric field strength of these signals. Because
of the added complexity and the relative small influence of the
frequency when compared to other parameters (see below), the
detailed analysis of these relationships is beyond the scope of
this paper. However, our approach allows to identify an envelope of the behavior and the identification of tendencies that are
satisfactory to estimate the general characteristics of conductive microfiber rings. The true characteristic will lie in-between
these extremes, as has also been observed in field experiments
and measurements carried out in a slightly different context (see
the report on the mixed signals in [25]).
V. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
A. Test Setup
A test setup was constructed to measure the HF currentconduction capability of microfibers. To this aim, two
microfiber rings were installed on a rotating shaft made from
aluminum that was electrically isolated from the motor shaft
and on an electrically isolated test bench. The shaft diameter
was increased to 100 mm (3.94 in) using an aluminum cylinder
on which a coat from silver paste was applied to improve the
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TABLE VI
SELECTED DATA OF TEST SETUP AND MICROFIBER RINGS UNDER TEST
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and obtain a fiber shaft resistance per fiber of Rs,1 = 3 227 Ω. If
all 2 574 000 fibers would be conducting in parallel, this would
result in an overall resistance of Rs,ring,100% = 0.0013 Ω. However, as discussed above (see Section III-B), we assume that only
(1 . . . 10)% of the fibers are conducting at the same time, resulting in Rs,ring,(1...10)% = (0.1254 . . . 0.0125) Ω.
C. Other Resistances
The contribution of the resistance of the aluminum shaft between the two microfiber rings Ral,shaft is calculated from the
distance between the two microfiber rings under tests d2m frs ,
the skin depth δal , the shaft diameter d shaft and the specific
resistivity of aluminum ρal = 0.0265 µΩ·m,
Ral,shaft = ρal

Fig. 4. Sketch of test setup for the measurement of the microfiber ring HF
current-conduction characteristics.

surface current-conducting properties. The data of the test setup
and microfiber rings under test are summarized in Table VI. The
two microfiber rings were connected in series on the shaft and
voltage was applied to the rings (see Fig. 4). Sine wave signals
up to 10 MHz were applied using a 10 MHz signal generator
and a 10 kHz to 10 MHz, 1 kW power amplifier. The currents
and voltages were measured with the help of a 50 MHz current
probe, 500 MHz voltage probes, and a 600 MHz, 5 GS/s scope
[see Figs. 5(a) and (b)], taking the appropriate measures for such
HF investigations. The upper frequency limit of the experimental tests of 10 MHz was given by the availability of an amplifier
with both an appropriate frequency and power range. In
addition, an internal control mechanism of the amplifier limited
the current amplitude depending on the frequency. Despite these
limits, the measurements cover a wide enough range of operating conditions to support the theoretical investigation. To our
knowledge, this is the first time measurement results on currentconduction properties of brushes up to such high frequencies
(and with “reasonably large” current amplitudes) are shown.
They thereby contribute to the development and use of alternative current-conducting mechanisms across sliding surfaces,
notably for HF applications with larger current amplitudes.
B. Microfiber Rings under Test
Each of the microfiber rings under test (see Fig. 6) had
2 574 000 uncoated fibers with 7 µm fiber diameter, and hence,
Rs = 18 Ω·cm/π(3.5 µm)2 = 4 677 Ω/cm. The fibers are sandwiched between two aluminum plates with different inner diameters. On one side, the fiber length protruded beyond the
aluminum plate inner diameter is 4 mm; on the other side, it is
9.8 mm. Since the resistance is linear with length, and individual points of contact between the individual microfibers exist,
we use an average fiber length of 6.9 mm for our calculations

d2m frs
0.03 m
.
= 0.0265×10−6 Ω · m
δal π d shaft
δal π 0.1 m
(6)

Since this resistance increases with frequency (decreasing δal ),
the highest contribution toward the measured resistance occurs
at 10 MHz. However, Ral,shaft,10 MHz ≈ 0.0001 Ω  Rs , and
we therefore neglect this contribution when compared with the
one of the microfibers themselves.
In analogy, we also estimate the contribution of the aluminum
ring of the microfiber rings to the total measured resistance
Ral,ring . The length the current passes through is approximately
8 mm, the area is δal πdal , with the average diameter of the
aluminum ring dal . Since dal ≈ 112 mm ≈ dshaft and 8 mm ≈
0.27 d2m frs , the contribution of the aluminum rings 2 Ral,ring to
the total resistance is even smaller than the one of Ral,shaft , and
is therefore, also neglected.
VI. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
A. General Characteristic
In general, we observe scattering, notably at lower frequencies and shaft speed, indicating the interaction of surface
roughness and local field breakdowns and built-up of currentconducting bridges. The ohmic behavior of the microfiber rings
is clearly seen (see Fig. 7).
Depending on the current magnitude and frequency and the
motor speed, the resistance per microfiber ring averages approximately (0.10 . . . 0.15) Ω, as will be shown in more detail in the
following. This value is in line with the previously computed
value for 1% of the microfibers conducting at the same time
(Rs,ring,1% = 0.1254 Ω; see Section V-B). Note that the low
percentage of fibers conducting at a given time is in line with
the theory for large microfiber rings with a very high number of
microfibers (see Section III-C).
B. Influence of the Current Magnitude
In line with the theory of increasing built-up of currentconducting bridges with increasing current magnitude (see
Section IV-B), the measured resistance of the microfiber ring
decreases slightly with increasing current magnitude, as illustrated in Fig. 8, using exemplarily the results for f = 10 MHz.
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Fig. 5. Measurement of HF current-conduction characteristics of the microfiber rings under test. (a) Arrangement of microfiber rings under test installed on a
rotating shaft made from aluminum, current, and voltage probes. (b) Sketch of the measurement connections.

Fig. 6.

Microfiber ring under test (see Table VI) for selected data.
Fig. 8. Measured resistance per microfiber ring for different motor speed and
current amplitudes, f = 10 MHz; R = c1 /ic 2 approximations of the observed
characteristics and corresponding R 2 -values.

Fig. 7. Measured current through the two microfiber rings and voltage at the
outer rings respectively, f = 100 kHz, n = 900 r/min. The voltage across the
two microfiber rings is the difference between the two measured voltages. The
ohmic behavior is clearly seen.

The measured characteristics are approximated by Rf =
c1 /ic 2 , following the results of the previous theoretical analysis. The corresponding curves, equations (and hence, coefficients c1 and c2 ), and the R2 -values can also be seen in the
figure. The curves fit the data very well, as expressed by the high
R2 -values. Furthermore, all
√ exponents of 1/i are in the order of
c2 ≈ 0.5 (hence Rf ∝ 1/ i) as predicted. The proportionality
coefficients c1 are in the range of approximately (0.2 . . . 0.5),

which is also the ohmic value of Rf at i = 1 A. Considering that
only a very small fraction of the more than 2 × 107 microfibers
will conduct current at a given time at such a small current
(<1%), this is in line with the theory. Very similar R–i characteristics are also observed at the other investigated frequencies,
as can be seen in Figs. 9(a)–(c) below. These will be discussed
further in the next section (see Section VI-D). Also, the correlation between the individual coefficients c1 and c2 for the
different shaft speed will be discussed within the corresponding
paragraph (see Section VI-C).
C. Influence of Motor Speed/Shaft Surface Velocity
First, we consider again Fig. 8, now focusing not primarily on the influence of the current, but on the differences between the three curves obtained for three different motor speed.
(At the given shaft diameter, the three investigated motor shaft
speed correspond to shaft surface velocities of 4.7, 9.4, and
18.9 m/s respectively.) A comparison with Table IV shows that
the requirement sb /(2a)  1 is still satisfied for the maximum
speed (tb = 0.1 µs and tb = 0.01 µs). In line with the theory
(see Section IV-D), the measured resistances increase slightly
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Fig. 10. Measured influence of the motor speed on the microfiber ring resistance at two different frequencies; 1 MHz: i ≈ 4.8 A, 10 MHz: i ≈ 21 A.

Fig. 9. Measured resistance per microfiber ring for different motor speed
and current frequencies. (Same scales of current and resistance by intention.)
(a) f = 100 kHz. (b) f = 1 MHz. (c) f = 10 MHz.

with the shaft surface velocity. Regarding the coefficients of the
R–i curve, this translates into the predicted increase of c1 (larger
value of Rf for a given current because of a higher likeliness
of tearing off to occur) with motor speed. (Here, c1 increases
approximately with the square-root of the motor speed, what
we explain by the fact that the surface speed only affects one
dimension (circumferential direction) of the two-dimensional
contact area.) The coefficient c2 (stronger counteracting effect
of the current magnitude on the tearing off, enhance the contact)
increases only very slightly with motor speed.

Next, we consider Fig. 9(a)–(c), which show the measured
resistances for three sets of measurements at three different
frequencies, f = 100 kHz, 1 MHz, and 10 MHz, respectively.
The R–i curves and R2 -values are also included. At 100 kHz,
the regression is only moderate, except for the 1 MHz case,
and thus, remarkably lower than at the higher frequencies. This
is due to the significant scattering of the measurement results.
However, the general tendencies can still be seen. Here again, the
measured resistances and both coefficients c1 and c2 increase
with the shaft surface velocity, where the influence on c1 is
much stronger than the one on c2 . (For the discussion of the
influence of the frequency, i.e., a comparison of the individual
measurement sets shown in Figs. 9(a)–(c), see the next section.)
Fig. 10 shows additional measurements in which the influence
of the speed on the measured resistance was directly recorded,
both for 1 and 10 MHz. Unfortunately, results for the same current level at the two frequencies are not available. However, the
curves still confirm the increase of the microfiber ring resistance
with shaft surface speed well.
With respect to applications with frequent reversal of the
direction of rotation, the current-carrying characteristics of the
microfibers will change with the speed during the reversal until
steady-state operation is achieved again. As the microfiber ring
resistance decreases with decreasing speed, the performance of
the microfiber ring will rather increase than decrease during
this reversal of the direction of rotation, provided the fit of the
microfibers has been designed properly to limit fiber bending
within the elastic deformation during the rotation reversal.
D. Influence of Frequency
We consider again the measurement results shown in Fig. 9,
now focusing on the differences between figures (a)–(c). In line
with the theory (see Section IV-E), the measured resistances
decrease slightly with frequency. This translates into the predicted decrease of the proportionality constant c1 (larger value
of Rf for a given current) and increase of the exponential coefficient c2 (influence of the current magnitude) with frequency.
Comparing with the other factors of influence, the frequency
has the smallest influence on the resistance.
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VII. CONCLUSION
Rings made from millions of conductive microfibers, if designed properly, have shown to be a good electrical contact
for applications that require high frequencies and high current amplitudes while minimizing the problems of excessive
wear and hot-spotting/thermal wear commonly encountered
with conventional sliding contacts. In this paper, we have described the current-carrying characteristics of such rings for
high frequencies up to several megahertz and large current amplitudes of several tens of amperes, thereby contributing to the
development and use of alternative current-conduction mechanisms across sliding surfaces.
The theory to understand these characteristics, and thus, the
ring design includes the ohmic resistance of the fiber shafts,
theory of field emission and ionization, as well as the influence
of the moving surface and current frequency, where the latter
two can affect the possibility for “good” electric contact to exist and the development, tearing off, and reestablishment of the
current-conducting paths. It has become clear that the design
requires a tradeoff to be made between: 1) good field-emission
properties, and thus, low breakdown voltages and 2) good electric contact following the breakdown. First, the number of fibers
of a fiber ring has to be selected to meet the current-carrying
requirements. Then, it needs to be ensured that the fiber density
at the contact surface is “sufficiently” high and the fibers are
sufficiently short to cut through any layers of contamination on
the sliding interface and that the fibers have optimum lengths
to minimize mechanical wear while maintaining good electric
contact. With increasing ring diameter, the “cutting-throughcontamination” argument becomes relatively more important
than the current-carrying ability. Next, the ohmic resistance at
currents of a few amperes can be determined. When doing so,
it is important to consider that only a small fraction of the microfibers will carry current at a given time. This value decreases
with increasing microfiber ring diameter. With a sufficient numbers of fibers of a few millimeter length, values in the order of a
few hundred milliohms can be achieved. It should be noted that
the number of fibers and their length leading to such values is
often determined to ensure the mechanical properties of the sliding contact, provided material with good electric conductivity
is used. With increasing current amplitude, the resistance of the
microfiber rings decreases because of the increasing influence of
the current-conducting bridges building up at the contact zone.
This R–i behavior can be approximated by R = c1 /ic 2 , where
c1 —the ohmic value of the resistance at one ampere current—is
in the order of a few hundred milliohms and c2 —the decrease
of the resistance with current magnitude—is in the order of 0.5.
Considering the influences of the shaft speed and frequency, respectively, the resistance increases with the first and decreases
with the latter. The likeliness for current-conducting bridges
to tear off increases with motor speed and the likeliness for
the microfibers to reestablish good electric contact increases
with frequency. The theories developed have been illustrated
with experimental results. The latter cover, to our knowledge,
parameters of operation never presented before in the context
of electric sliding contacts. Many applications comprise a complex system of the numerous different parameters involved. This
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work has identified and quantified the important tendencies that
affect the microfiber ring characteristics, thereby providing an
understanding of the concept, design aspects, and possibilities
offered by for such HF electric contacts.
It also needs mentioning that the results obtained for HF signals can only be extrapolated to dc signals within a limited
scope. For a particular application, the microfiber ring design as
well as the sliding surface condition must be optimized in order to prevent Townsend avalanche and impact ionization from
taking place. In addition, it should also be noted that the results
presented here can be applied to applications that encompass
periodic breaks of the entire contact, since the microfibers will
reestablish the contact due to field emission via the field emission mechanism.
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